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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we treat the following question: When is a lattice 
isomorphism q: 7”- + 7”’ between sublattices of the lattice Y(E) of all linear 
subspaces of the quadratic space E induced by an isometry T: E + E (i.e., 
&Y= 1Z~jx E X} for all XE T”-)? 
The interest in solutions to this problem Iies in the multifarious 
applications to orthogonal geometry. In 141 we had studied the question in 
dimensions <No (for applications see (5, Chaps. V, VI, IX, XVI]). Here we 
tackle the problem in non-denumerable dimensions. This means an altogether 
t?ew situation. In order to do away with misconceptions the following facts 
about the smallest nondenumerable dimension ought to be enlightening: 
Consider symmetric bilinear forms @: E x E + C over the complex 
numbers. In each dimension dim E < fcO there is precisely 1 isometry class 
of (non-degenerate) such forms because forms can be diagonalized. In 
dimension K, the number of isometry classes of (non-degenerate) such forms 
is exactly 2K1. 
Thus we have at least KZ isometry classes of symmetric RI-forms over an 
algebraically closed field! The domineering role in the classification problem 
played by the arithmetic of the base field in dimensions <Ho is seriously 
challenged bv geometric properties of affine space when dimensions are 
above &,. Is there any hope to bring some preliminary order into this 
multitude of N1-forms over C? An interesting subcollection of these forms is 
made up by the socalled 0-prediagonal spaces (see Section 3 below for the 
general definition). By definition these are the forms which are equivalent to 
subforms of diagonal forms. Prediagonal forms are interesting because we 
have a full-fledged theory about them (Refer to [ 1] and Ii’]). As a corollary 
to our results below we obtain that the number of isometry classes of (non- 
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degenerate) symmetric N1-forms over C that are 0-prediagonal is precisely 
No. 
Each such class is characterized by a single cardinal number invariant d 
with 0 < d < K1 (the class of all diagonal forms has d = 0). In particular, we 
see that the number of isometry classes of (non-degenerate) symmetric N,- 
forms over Cc that are not equivalent to subforms of diagonal forms is 2”‘. 
What is new about our method? In 141 recursive arguments (“back and 
forth arguments”) have proved to be sufficient because w,-sequences of 
proper subspaces suffice to exhaust a space of dimension EC,,. In the present 
situation of larger dimensions one has to invent appropriate chain-conditions 
which allow to traverse the limit stations in the construction of chains of 
partial isomorphisms. Here ‘iappropriate” means that the conditions should 
be strong enough to guarantee limit maps, but at the same time they should 
prove verifiable in applications. This topic is treated in Section 1 below; its 
main result is Theorem 1 stated in Subsection 1.3. The setting is entirely 
affine and applications are not confined to orthogonal geometry. 
In Section 2 we apply the machinery around Theorem 1 to our problem 
on lattice isomorphisms. Here the main difficulty is the verification of the 
ping-pong property which allows us to extend our partial isomorphisms per 
dimension. This involves, among other things, the discussion of infinite 
systems of linear equations. The task is accomplished by a forceful 
application of linear topologies. It nicely demonstrates the combinatorial 
substance behind these topologies. For example, the “defect” .d mentioned 
further above is defined as d(E, @) := min(dim E/R FE Y(E) and @lrxF is 
diagonal and non-degenerate} ; by using the topological language of our 
linear topologies, d shows up naturally as dim l?/E. where ,? is the 
completion of E equipped with a certain such topology z = r,(Q). Our main 
result is Theorem 2 stated in Subsection 2.1. 
In two very short Sections, 3 and 4. we show by means of two examples 
how the results of the preceding section together with results of 
computational work with lattices can be used to obtain “hard” results on the 
classification of quadratic spaces (Theorem 3) and of their subspaces 
modulo the orthogonal group (Theorem 4). We would like to point out that 
for the first time we can systematically classify spaces which are not 
orthogonal sums of finite dimensional subspaces. Furthermore, our results 
show that a discussion of 0-prediagonal spaces does not merely involve 
Ogg’s topology t,,(D); each one of the higher topologies z,(Q), studied in 
[l-2], is of equal relevance and has to be taken into account. This outdates a 
remark made in [2, top of p. 15761 as to the interest of the ra as far as 
applications are concerned. 
An amalgamation into a theory of the three principal ingredients infinite 
combinatorics (partial isomorphisms and chain conditions), linear 
topologies, and explicit computation of lattices is presented below in view of 
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solving the specific mapping problem mentioned at the beginning of the 
Introduction. There are many variations to our procedure, which we have 
come to call “‘lattice method.” 
1. .A THEOREM ON PARTIAL ISOMORPHISMS 
1.1 Pnrtitioned Spaces 
We consider vector spaces E of dimensions K,, a > 0. We say that E is 
partitioned iff with each ordinal y < a is associated an injective Family CYzj of 
subspaces of E such that the following holds: 
for all y < a: 
for all 7 < a, FE .->:,: 
for ali p < 7 < a: 
E=@(FIFE+ 
1 < dim F 6 K,. 
each element of ,?; is a sum 
of elements from .Y, . 
y (1) and (3) there is a map fYP 9, -+ PY (,D < y) which assigns to each 
FE ;“, the unique overspace F’ E .YY. With each limit ordinal A < a we can 
therefore associate the limit -i*;,L, := inj lim (YL,,f,.,),.+ <.\. It gives the finest 
decomposition of E in the sense of (I), E = 8 (F IF E ;“!.IF 1: that is coarser, 
in the sense of (3), than all the preceding ones: for all u < i each element of 
vS‘[~~, is a sum of elements from 9”. Notice that we also have (2): for al! 
F E -i*;:.r; 1 < dim F < &. For our applications to orthogonal geometry it is 
crucial that we work with partitionings (sj,),,, of E, where the 3.; ~ ,I 8 
limit number, are allowed to be coarser than ,i”i.,I.i (cf. Remark i in 1.6). 
1.2. Partitioned Subspaces 
Assume that E is equipped with a family .Z = (2 :JyCa that satisfies ( 1 :i, 
(2) (3). A linear subspace XC E is called homogenedus if X is a sum of 
spaces from 9,; X is called a y-space if K is a sum of < ,, spaces from 2,?. 
If X is homogeneous with dim X < K, then the y-space A (X, )J) generated in 
E by X equals z (FE .Y,IFn xf (Cl)}. (0) is a ;‘-space for ah ;‘~ 
DEFINITION 1. A partitioned subspace X of (E. <i) is a direct sum 
x=X,,,,O...OX,,,,~~..~OX:,.l,OU i,O‘ .i 
of finitely many (possibly none) Ivi-spaces x ( )i.) ’ 0 < y; < a, 
ym > )‘+, > ... > yI, and a finite dimensional subspace UC E such. that 
A(K 0) n (x(p,,, 0 . ~. 0 x(y,,) = (0). 
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Thus if X is a partitioned subspace we sometimes speak of its U- 
component or of its y-components. Clearly (0) is a partitioned subspace of E 
whereas E is not because dim X < dim E for any partitioned subspace 
XG E. A linear subspace may admit various decompositions (4). If, as often 
is the case in applications, we have dim F = K, for all FE Y’,, and all 1’ < a 
in lieu of the weaker (2) then XC E can admit at most one decomposition 
(4). 
DEFINITION 2. Let (E, 9’) and (E’, p’) be partitioned vector spaces 
over the same division ring and with dim E = EC, = dim E’. Partitioned 
subspaces X, X’ of (E, 9) and (E’, ti”‘) respectively are isomorphic iff they 
admit decompositions (4) into the same number (m = m’) of l’i-components 
with yi = 1); for the m ordinals involved and if there is a vector space 
isomorphism p: X-t X’ which maps X,,, onto Xi,, and U onto U’. (Thus, if 
q: X+X’ is an isomorphism between partitioned subspaces then so is 
@‘:X’--sX.) 
1.3. A Chain Condition for Partial Isomorphisms (E, 9) + (E’, 9’) 
Let (E, -7) and (E’, 9’) be as in Definition 2 so that we may speak of 
isomorphisms q: X+X’ between partitioned subspaces in (E, 3) and 
(E’, 9’) respectively (“partial isomorphisms” between (E, 9) and 
(E’, .Y’)). 
We say that a family x of partial isomorphisms q: X-,X’ satisfies the 
chain condition (CC) if .F satisfies: 
(CC) For each ascending chain of elements (p,: X, + X:) E 3- where 
Y := UX, and Y’ := U XL happen to be partitioned subspaces and 
where the extension v, of all p, happens to be compatible with 
partitionings of Y, Y’ (in the sense of Definition 2) the isomorphism 
q: Y + Y’ is an element of fl. 
This chain condition will be used in conjunction with the following ping- 
pong property: 
(PP) If (q,,: Xcy,, @ . . . @ Xcy,) 0 U--t Xi,, @ . . . @ X;y,) @ U’) E K and 
s E E (or x’ E E’) then there exist finite dimensional spaces Z SE, 
Z’ E E’ and v, E.F with qz X,,, 0 ...~‘~~y,!oz-‘;x;~,~)o .-.@ 
X o,,) @ Z’, qr I> p(,, x E domain q (or x’ E range p). 
Our first goal is the proof of the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let (E, 9) and (E’, 9’) be partitioned spaces over the 
same division ring and of equal dimension &, with 0 < a < wl. Let F be a 
family of partial isomorphisms between (E, 9) and (E’, 9”) such that (PP) 
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and (CC) hold. Then .F contains with each element pO: X0--+ Xt, a chain 
(5J,: x~-)x:>u>o with u,X, = E, u,X; = E’. 
1.4. An Extension Property 
Let again (E, 3’) and (E’, 9’) be over the same division ring and of 
equal dimension N, . In the proof of Theorem 1 the following property &‘(fl) 
on ordinals p < u is relevant. 
L&@): Let ,LI < a, T a homogeneous subspace of (E, Y), dim T < KB. Let 
+P’o: q,, 0 .-’ ox,,,, 0 u+x;,, 0 . . . gx;,l, @ U’) EF, y,, > ympi > .‘. 
> y,>p > y,-, > -*. > ylT S := &nXtyijr S’ := ria-nX;yij. Then there 
exist ,/-spaces ZL E, Z’ SE’ and cp E.F with (0: S @ Z+‘S’@ Z’, 
tpZ=Z’, q~1>~. TcS@Z. 
Clearly, if &I(‘cB) holds, then it can be applied in turn to o0 (to obtain p) 
and v-’ so that twofold applications of SG’@) allow us to treat domains and 
ranges on a par. We now assert the following 
LEMMA 1. If 5 satisfies (PP) and (CC) and if 1 <a < w, then &(/I) 
holds for all ,!I < a. 
A proof of Lemma 1 will follow immediately by induction on p if we can 
establish the following implications 
(PP) and (CC) 3 &(O), 
&‘(y) and (CC) + ,.,M’(y $ 1) 
(y < a) & lim(y) and (yr)rioo is strictly increasing and 
y = u, ys and (Vc < wO) &O,r) & (CC) . S- . M(y) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
One says that a limit ordinal L is cofinal with a limit ordinal ,B if A is the 
union of a strictly increasing ,u-sequence (1,),<, ; the cojkality of h, cf(L), is 
the least limit ordinal ,U such that ,J is cofinal with ,D. Thus (7) treats of a 
A= y with cf(y) = oO. 
We need some more terminology. A Jltratior; of a vector space X is 
simply an increasing chain (X,,),. of subspaces of X that exhausts X. 
X= (J, X,,. In the proof of (5), (6), (7) we shall make systematic use of 
filtrations. For each P-space X($ < o) in E we shall fix, once and for all. a 
filtration (X[l]), of the following sort: 
If P = 0 then Mtl),,,,, is a filtration of X with all X[t\ finite 
dimensional and “homogeneous” in the sense that X[<l = 
r{X[t\ nFIFE ..P;\. (8) 
If P = 1’ + 1 then (X(<l),,,Ll is a filtration of X with all Xi<\ y- 
spaces, (3 1 
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If p= u (/?,(C < 0~1 for Go,), strictly increasing then (X[[j),,,, 
is a filtration of X with all X(51 Ps-spaces. (10) 
It is clear that there always are such filtrations. An analogous choice is 
made for the P-spaces in (E’, 9’). 
1.5. The Proofof(5), (6), (7) 
Our task is to establish M(j) for p in turn 0, y + 1, lJ (/3,Ic < w,,} under 
certain “induction” assumptions. So let p,, be given as in J(B), 
We have to exhibit P-spaces Z, Z’ and v, E F as specified in -d(J). To this 
end we shall define an ascending chain of elements v){ ET, c < cf(mB): 
qs:s@z,+s’@z;? P$-, = z;, (12) 
dimZ,<ooifp=O,Z,isaT-space(for<>O)ifp=y+I,Zgis 
a ,B,-space (l > 0) if the limit number fi is given as U (PSI 5 < wo}. (13) 
We get off ground by q. E ,F as given in (1 l), where we read off how to 
choose Z,,, Zi. In the case of (7) we shall normalize the filtration introduced 
in (10) by requiring that KBo > dim Z,. 
If vV, r? < C are defined (such that (12) and (13) hold) we consider the 
spaces 
Tl :=Zc + (A(TP))fTl + x MZ,J))fTl, 
rl<I (14) 
T; := Z; + x (A(Z;, P))ftl. 
VCh 
T,, T; are finite dimensional when /3 = 0 and (c > 0) homogeneous in the 
other cases, furthermore dim T,, dim T; < K,(P = y + 1 j or dim T,, 
dim T; < KBr (case of (7)). Therefore, we may apply (PP) or d(y) or &(‘j,) 
to qs, T,, Ti and find in F an isomorphism p,+ ,: S @ Zz+ , -+ S’ @ Z; + , , 
P~+,Z~+~=Z;+~, P~+~?P~, T,ES 0 Zb+,, T;ES’ 0 Z;,,. We see 
that (13) holds again with < + 1 in lieu of <. 
Assume then that v)~, 17 < <, are defined (such that (12) and (13) hold) 
and l is a limit number <cf(w,). This can happen only in the case of (6) 
@ = 1’ + 1). We let p’r be the extension of all pV, q < c. The domain of q’s 
must have the form S @ Z,, Z, = UV.,C Z, and its range the form S’ @ Z;, 
z; = UKb Zh. Z, and Z; are y-spaces (being unions of nested y-spaces). 
Since ~~2, = Z; we see that ps is compatible with the obvious partitionings 
of its range and domain (the y-components at this stage are Z,, Z;; the 
larger components remain unchanged as in p. and the smaller ones have 
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disappeared, i.e., have been swallowed up by Z, c Z,., Zi c Zi). Therefore 
cp,~.Fby (CC). Set Tc:=lJs.,rT,,. T~=iJ,,sT~. 
Thus we have shown how to define inductively a cf(w,J-chain of elements 
os~.F, in each of the cases (5), (6): (7) such that (12), (13) and the 
following holds 
T,ESOZ,+,, T;cS’@Z;+,. (15) 
Now we define Z := lJ {Z,(t < cf(w,)), Z’ := U (Z;ic < cf(w,)}. Let 
p: S @ Z + S’ @ Z’ be the extension of all vr. Let q < cf(o,) be fixed. 
From (15) we deduce that Cs>q(A(Zq,/?))[(] =A(Zr,j3)cZ; as n is 
arbitrary this shows that A (Z, /?) G Z. Hence Z is a ,&space; similarly we see 
that Z’ is a P-space. Since (A(T, p))[<] E Tl E S + Z,, 1 E S + Z we have 
Tc x:s (A(T,j?))[(j c S + Z. In order to finish the discussion of o we 
remark that S @ Z, S’ @ Z’ are partitioned: There are no U-components: 
the lowest y,-components are X,,, 0 Z, Xi,, @ 2’ or Z, Z’ in case ;si 
should be different from /I for all yi in the partitioning of oo: the remaining 
components have 1~~ > p and remain unchanged from oO. Therefore, as 
PZ = Z’, we see that v, is compatible with these partitionings of S 0 Z, 
S’ 0 Z’. Hence cp is a partial isomorphism and by (CC) it belongs to .3. 
Thus cp has all the properties required by J(J) and the proof of (5): (6): (73 
is complete. In particular, we have established Lemma 1. 
1.6. The Proof of Theorem 1 
Let (‘pO: X,, + X6) E ;” be the given element mentioned in Theorem ! _ Set 
S := cf(o,), where K, = dim E = dim E’. If u = y + 1 then 6 = o, and we 
choose a filtration (E[r])5<S of E with each El<] homogeneous and of 
dimension K,. If CI is a limit-number then 6 = L?)~ (since a < ~0~ by 
assumption of Theorem 1) and we choose a filtration (E[<]),,, of E with 
each E[r] a al-space (o = U {as] 5 < o,,}, dim X, < EC,,). In E’ we select an 
analogous filtration. By using Lemma 1 we are able to define (by induction’; 
an ascending sequence 
Certainly, as dim X,, = dim X;, < dim E we ma, 1’ choose our filtrations such 
that E]O] 2Xx,, E’[Ol 2X;. This enables us to arrange for X,, XL to be I’- 
spaces (in the case 6 = oa) or u,-spaces (in the case 6 = oO)~ In particular. 
for 5 > 0, there will be only one component in the partitionings of Xc: Xf . 
Indeed, this is obvious if we pass from ‘p{ to vi+ I by quoting ;ti(>~) or 
-~~(a,+ 1). Assume then that we have to pass from opII? yi < & to 
vr := uq<p%%J7 where 5 is a limit ordinal <6. This means that we are in the 
situation of a successor u and again there is no probiem with the partitioning 
of uv<5 X,, because the union of nested y-spaces (7 independent of II) is 
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again a 1”space and thus automatically partitioned (cf. the Remarks below). 
This terminates the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 1. In the proof of Theorem 1 we have used cotinality 
assumptions in two different places: Firstly, via the proof of (7); this forced 
us to assume a < wi in Lemma 1 (where cf(A) = w0 is needed for all limit 
ordinals 1 < a). Secondly, we need cf(dim E) = cf(o,) = w, which forces a 
below wi. The point is that if (E,),,.z is a chain of yV-spaces with (JJ~)~<~~ 
ascending we have no control over lJ,), I E, . If Y = (Y,),<a is such that 
;“A = Yin, (see 1.1) for all limit i, < a then both Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 
can be asserted without any restrictions about a: 
Addendum 1. If X satisfies (PP) and (CC) and if 9 = (9&ca satisfies 
9 = q.,r for all limit ordinals A < a then ZZZ@) (Subsection 1.4) holds for 
all p < u. Here a is an arbitrary ordinal >l; in particular, we can prove the 
statement obtained from Theorem 1 by deleting the restriction “a! < wi .” 
1.7. The Linear TopoIogies of a Partitioned Space 
In order to discuss further our concept of partitioned space we describe 
certain linear topologies which come along with partitionings. Recall that the 
topology of a topological vector space is called linear if the base field is 
discrete and the 0-neighbourhood filter admits a basis that consists of linear 
subspaces. 
Let 9 = (90)D<a be a partitioning of E as explained in 1.1. For fixed 
p < (r consider the product lI(FIF E PO} of the discrete spaces F and let 71 
be the product topology. By forming intersections of at most KB n- 
neighbourhoods of zero we obtain the zero neighbourhood basis of a 
topology on L7(Fl F E 5$ ] called x8 (L‘,!-product”). Because of (1) we may 
regard E as a subspace of this product; the topology induced on E by TC~ 
shall be called Q too. Introducing the P-product topology on E for each 
p < c1 we obtain a family (r~~)~<~ of linear topologies on E which, by (3), 
satisfy 
II<<* ny< 714. (16) 
A proof similar to that of Satz 11 in 111 yields the following charac- 
terization of n,-homeomorphisms: 
LEMMA 2. Let (p,: E + E’ be a vector space isomorphism and 
E = @{FIF E Y,}, E’ = @{F’/F’ E 5$}. a, is a homeomorphism relative to 
x8, 7th (,!I a fixed ordinal <a) if and only if there are coarser decompositions, 
E = @I G, , E’ = Or G: and each G, , Gi a sum of <ND spaces from 2$, 9; 
respectively, such that q$G,) = G:. 
From this lemma one can deduce the following: 
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kEMMA 3. The extension q~ qf qO mentioned in .w+(p) rnaj~ be assumed to 
be u homeomorphism with respect to al2 TC,, 72: f?w which vO happem to be a 
homeomorphism. 
A further result which is crucial for our applications in the next chapter is 
the log frame (p is kept fixedj: 
LEMMA 4 12, 6, 71. A linear subspace X qf E = @(Fl F E Pfi 1 is n,-closed 
if and only IY there is a coarser decomposition of E, E = Oi E5 and E, a s~lm 
of <KB spaces F from .G$, that saws X; i.e., X = I@! x n E! . 
As a corollary we obtain immediately (p < a fixed): If (F,jIES is a family 
of Linear subspaces in (E, rcg) and if card J < ‘@& then the n,-closure CJ F, of 
$-, F, is r, FL. 
2. A THEOREM ON INDUCED LATTICE ~S~~~ORP~~SMS 
2,i The Theorem 
Let (E, @) and (E’, @‘) be non-degenerate sesquilinear spaces of 
dimension K,, a > 0, over the same division ring k. Let 7’ amd 7.“ be 
sublattices in %(E), P(E’) (the lattices of all linear subspaces in E and E’ 
respectively, with E as the partial ordering, so that sup(K. 1’) ==X + Y, 
inf(X, Yj = X n Y for all X, YE P(E)). W- e ask for the conditions in order 
that a given lattice isomorphism 
comes from an isometry T: E -+ E’; i.e.: q(X) = { I% jx E X) for all X E 7 ‘~ 
For this, it is clearly necessary that q preserve indices (= dimensions of 
quotients of elements in 7 and T-“? respectively). Further ~‘obvious” 
invariants are furnished by the closure operators of certain linear topologies 
associated with the forms @, CD’: with each ordinal /3 < a we associate the 
linear topology rs(@) on E which has {X’/XE P(E) and dim X< 
Q-neighbourhood basis; let cl@?; 2) be the closure in this topoiogy of Z c E. 
If q is induced by an isometry then v commutes, for each /7 < a, with these 
closure operators in (E, z~(@)) and (E’, rs(@ j). Under certain additionai 
provisos we are able to prove a converse to these observations. These 
provisos, formulated for E, @, T, are: 
(ij (E, CD) is l-diagonal, i.e., there is an orthogonal decomposition 
E=OjE:lrE6}withO<dimE,<~,forallzEI, 
(iij @ is alternate, i.e., @(x, xj = G for al! x E E (hence k 
commutative and CD skew-symmetric if char k # 2): 
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(iii) 7” is I-stable: if X E Y then X1 E Y; 
(iv) For all p < a: if XE Y then cl@; x) E Y; 
(v) (0) E 7 and E E T. 
As a prototype of what we can prove (see the remarks folowing) we state: 
THEOREM 2. Let (E, @), (E’, @‘) be non-degenerate spaces over k (of 
arbitraqj characteristic) with dim E = K, = dim E’, a > 0. Assume that 
(i)-(v) hold for E, Yv/- and that analogous assumptions hold for E’, T’. Let 
11: P’ + 7-l be a lattice isomorphism which preserves indices and commutes 
with the operations I, cl@?; )for all p < a. In order that 7 is induced bJ7 an 
isometry E + E’ it is sufficient that T is finite, distributive and that a < w,. 
Remark 2. Assumption (i) is basic: l-diagonal spaces have motivated 
Section 1 on partitioned spaces. We shall introduce partitionings (9JYca on 
(E, @) such that each element from 9, is a sum of <No summands E, from 
the decomposition in (i). Thus, if rcY is as in 1.7 we shall have ti@) = zrY for 
all y < a. 
Remark 3. Assumption (ii) is not basic; it is typical and, for the 
exposition of the general ideas, convenient. There are results similar to that 
of Theorem 2 for symmetric forms (char k # 2) provided that there are 
“enough” isotropic vectors around. For example, if (E, @) is such that each 
infinite dimensional subspace contains a non-zero isotropic vector and if 
there are no finite indices in ;Y/” then the assertion of Theorem 2 holds 
unchanged; if there are finite indices then we have to introduce certain 
isometry classes of finite dimensional spaces as additional invariants and we 
may still prove the assertion of Theorem 2. 
Remark 4. Condition (iii) is not the most economic one. To relax it is in 
fact of great interest for the actual computational work with lattices in 
applications. However, for a study of the general method (iii) serves well. 
We shall make use of (iii) in 2.4, 2.5 below; in particular (30) is based on 
(iii). 
Remark 5. Condition (iv) is essential in order to accomplish the 
verification of (PP) in 2.3, 2.4 by using topological language. 
Remark 6. Assumption (v) has proved to be a convenient 
normalization: indices in P- will comprise dimensions and codimension in E 
for all X E Y. 
Remark 7. There exist denumerably infinite chains T, T’ in EC,- 
dimensional alternate spaces E, E’ and an isomorphism v: p’/^ + Y’ such 
that all assumptions made by Theorem 2 hold and yet r is not induced by an 
isometry of E (q does not even extend to an isomorphism Y(E) + Y(E’)). 
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In dimension K,, infinite chains P” present no problem; we stumble here on 
phenomena of afline space which do not show in dimensions < 
Remark 8. The assumption about distributivity of the lattices can, in 
special cases, often be relaxed. The situation is similar to that in dimension 
NC. See VIII.10 in 151. 
Remark 9. The condition that a < wi made by the theorem is intriguing: 
it was forced on us by cofinality-arguments, not by sheer size. At the present 
I do not know whether or not this points to an intrinsic feature of the 
validity of congruence theorems such as Theorem 2. 
The partitionings alluded to in Remark 2 are described in 
LEMMA 5. Let 7‘ c Y(E) be a subset with /P’-1 < Ho, There exist 
partitionings .3’ = (Tyjy< L1 on E (in the sense qf 1.1) with the following 
properties: (i) Each FE 5‘; is a sum of <Ho spaces E, j-om c previous/r, 
&red decomposition E = @E,(dim E, < No); (ii) for each y < a the decom- 
position (I) in 1.1, E= @ {FIFE .Y>,}, saws ail spaces ci(y:A) wiih A E T; 
i.e., 
,for all A E P’: cl(y;A) = 0 {Fn cl(y,A)!F E 3;:. (17) 
IA in addition, 7 is stable under forming closures and a = w, we map 
assume that there is A0 < COG, such that Y, = L;/;c.ii (cf. I. 1) &for a2i A > ,&, .
Proof, Let Ci be the (at most countably many) spaces of the form. 
cl@; ii)) A f T, to be sawed by Y;,. By Lemma 4 we can pass from the 
given decomposition E = @E, to a coarser decomposition that saws C, I We 
then pass (by Lemma 4) to a yet coarser decomposition that saws C, (being 
coarser it automatically saws C, too), etc. In this manner we find a ..‘YO that 
satisfies (ii) and of course (i) because, at each step, an app!ication of Lemma 
4 will not raise dimensions of summands above &. Assume .Y-, to be 
defined for all ?/’ < r < a: if v =,!3 + 1, use 3, and if lim(rj use 9 (:,) to get a 
coarser decomposition 9, (via Lemma 4) that saws all spaces cl(v; A) with 
A from 7. If T’- is stable then Lemma 4 has to be applied at most cc, times; 
hence there is a A,, < wi as indicated when a = w, i 
2.2. Strategy in the Proof of Theorem 2 
The general idea for a proof of Theorem 2 is easy: Define a family .F of 
partial isomorphisms rp between (E, @) and (E’, @‘) such that (PI?) and 
(CC) hold and that the extension of all the 9, garanteed by Theorem 1 will 
induce the given q: 7’” + 7-l. However, the details of such a plan are by no 
means easy to make out. In order to grasp the main points more easily we 
stay affine until the last step in the verifications of (.PP). 
Let (E. ,Y) and (E’, 9’) be partitioned spaces (in the sense of 1.1) over 
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the same division ring k and of equal dimensions fc,, and let 4: ~7~ + P”’ be 
an isomorphism between sublattices in 5?(E), Y(E’), respectively. We Set 
down 
DEFINITION 3. F = Y(r) is the family of all isomorphisms (Definition 
2) q: X+X’ between partitioned subspaces of (E, Y) and (E’, 9’) such 
that 
q@nA)=X’n+4 for all A E 5-, (18) 
(X+A)n (X+B)=X+ (A nB) forall A,BEP., (19) 
(X’+A’)n(X’+B’)=X’+(A’nB’) for all A’, B’ E 57-l. (20) 
The intention of (18) is obvious: we are looking for a map E + E’ which 
induces ?I. Properties (19) and (20) monitor the filtrations of E and E’ given 
by the X and X’: they will guarantee that (18) is perpetuated. (This is just as 
in the &-dimensional situation; see [S, pp. 114-1181 for details.) Notice that 
(18), (19), (20) are inherited from the o, E F by any “limit” o mentioned in 
(CC) so that (CC) holds for x(q); in order to apply Theorem 1 to 
Y =.F(q) it remains to discuss (PP). Let pO: X,,, @ ..a @ Xty,) @ 
u --) q!,J 0 . .a @ X;Y,) @ U’ be the element mentioned in (PP) and that 
which is to be extended along a given direction, say ,Y E E. Let 
x horn := x(p,, 0 ... 0 &,, 
be the homogeneous part of X = domain qoI 
(1) We wish the extension a, of (pO to be of the kind o: X@ (x) + 
X’ @ (,u’) (if the extension problem can be solved at all, it can, for our F, 
be solved in this particular fashion), i.e., dim Z/U = 1 in the terminology of 
(PP), Subsection 1.3. Recall that (PP) requires that XL,, n A(Z’, 0) = (0). 
Hence, if one normalizes the extension problem such that 
X hom n A(0, U + (x)) = (0) by passing from the given x to X--V, where .Y is 
the component (relative to Y;) of x in Xhom then one has to look for a match 
x’ such that, among other things, the condition Xi,, n A(0, U’ + (x’)) = (0) 
holds. Call this the first normalization. 
(2) In order to salvage (19) and (20) for X @ (x) and X’ @ (x’) the 
element x’ has to have the same ubiety relative to 7” as has x relative to 
r. This we can monitor by means of the generator D = D(x, X) of the prin- 
cipal filter A?&, X) := {A E T Ix E X + A } E T. We have x E X + D. In 
view of (18) it is natural to attempt a second normalization by letting x E D, 
i.e., by switching from x E X + D to one of its components in D. 
Trouble is that the two normalizations are not compatible one with the 
other. The course that we shall follow is to make the second normalization. 
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In order to establish (PP) for F we may then put to use the following fact 
(for a proof consult 15 p. 1181): 
LEMMA 6. Assume that 7-, 17’ are distributive, (q~,: X 3 X’) E x(rj) 
(co,: X@ (x) ix’ @ (x’)) ET(~), pl 2 p,, px = x’. If D = D(x. X), the 
generator introduced in (2) above, is join-irreducibie ar?d if x E D. 
x’ E D’ := q(D), x’ G!G X’ + D, (D, the immediate antecedent of D’ in Y “j 
then ip satisfies again (18), (19), (20). 
The impossibility of the first normalization forces us to detour 
considerably in order to construct a match x’ for prescribed I E E\X inside 
a prescribed D’ E 7-l. This task is carried out in the next section (we 
encounter no such problems in dimension K,, where invariably Xhom = (0)). 
2.3. Discussion of (PP) for Suitable x: The @fine Part 
Let (E, .Y)$ (E’, .V’) be as in Definition 3. nY the y-product on E 
introduced in Subsection 1.7 and cl(y; ) its closure operator. In this section 
we assume that 5’ is stable under forming closures and that (I 7) holds; 
analogous assumptions are made for F’. The following lemma describes 
how we can modify certain isomorphisms ~1 that extend given elements 
‘90 E ,2-(q). 
LEMMA 7. Let (qO: X(,,, @ -.a @XC,,,, @ U-1 XiyrJ 0 ..~ OX;,,; 0 U’) E 
.F(rf) D’ E T’, x’ E (E’\X’) n D’. Assume that rhere exist jkite dimen- 
sional spaces Z G E, Z’ c E’ such that there is an isomorphism 
ip: X(,,, 0 *. . @ X(?,) 0 z + x;& @ . . . cg Xl),) @ Z’ 
(in the sense qf 1.2) with the JSowing properties: x’ E im cp3 (o 1 pO* 
x :=v, -‘x’ E ci(y,, D), where D := ye-‘D’. Set X := domain q Then there 
exists a homogeneous space F c E with F f? A(X. 0) = 0 and a 7 E F such 
that x + y E D. If D, is an antecedent of D in 7^ and &&, <dim D/D, > 
dim X then we can arrange for x + J’ G$ X + D,. 
Proof. The vector y will be obtained by an m-fold approximation. 
Assume that we have found a homogeneous F with Ff? A(X, 0) = (0) that 
contains an element J?‘~’ such that x + 4”” E cl(y,, 0) for a certain I < i < m. 
We may choose -V - (I) 0 by the assumption of the lemma. We show how to 
construct a yCi+ ‘). 
Set E, := Xc,,, 0 ..a 0 XcYi+,); E, := A(Xfyi, 0 .‘. 0 Xtyi, 0 Z, yitji 
E,nE,= (0). Let E, :=z {FE 3yi+,lFf7 (El BEE,)= (0)). Thus 
E=E,@E,@E,. (21) 
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Since 9, satisfies (17) for y = I!~+, we obtain 
Cl(Yi + 1, D) = D, 0 D, 0 D, 3 Dj := Ej n cl(y,+ i, 0). (22) 
Besides (21), (22) we consider the analogous decompositions for the primed 
objects, 
E’=E;@E;@E;. (23) 
‘l(Yifl9 D’)=D;@D;@D;, Dj:=Ej’ n cl(~~+~, D’). (24) 
Let “Y, x’ be the vectors mentioned in the lemma. We decompose according 
to (21) and (23): x=x2 +“Y, (-Y~E Ej), x’ =x4 -t xi (xj’E Ej). Since 
x’ E D’ c cl&+ 1, 0’) obviously .$ E Dj by (24). Now p and v0 map Ez 
onto E; (by Definition 2) so, since q,, E F(q) satisfies (18), we have 
~~=a,-‘x;=&‘x;ED,. Now, decomposition (21) is coarser than 9, 
(since yi < yi+ 1 by Definition 1) so it saws up cl(y,, D) as well; on the other 
hand (21) is a topological decomposition for rYi so 
El n Cl(yiy 0) = Cl(yi, 01). (25) 
Let vj be the component in Ej of ~7~~) (j = I, 2, 3). AS X +)“i’ E Cl(yi, D) by 
assumption we have, in particular, 
X, +Y, E El n Cl(yi, 0). (26) 
By (25) and (26) x, + y, is adherent to D, in the topology nY, so for any 
zero-neighbourhood W we have (-x1 + y, + w) n D, # 0. Thus, if 
H= @{FIFEbfI’ciiayi} is the space A(X,,, @ ..a OX,,,, @ Z, yi) we may 
let W= @ {FIFE YYj’/): there is 1~ E W with s :=-Y, +y, + bt’E D,. 
Define I,‘~+‘) := ?I + w. Thence x + I,(~+‘) = x2 + s E D, + D, c cl(y,+ 1, D). 
Having thus found JJ(~+ ‘) we may repeat the proceduie at most m times in 
order to find yCrn) with x $4’(m) E cl(y,, D) and J@) contained in a 
homogeneous space F with F nA(X, 0) = (0). If D # cl(y,, D) we may 
repeat our topological approximation one more time: x +y’“’ is adherent to 
D in the topology rY,. So let W= @ (FE .YJFnA(X,y,)= (O)}. Then 
(x + yCm) + FV) n D # 0. Set y := y(“) + )t’ for tt’ E W with ,Y + yCm’ + 1~ E D. 
The vector y has the requisite properties. If dim D/D, > &,and 
dim D/D, > dim X then dim(D n W)/(D, + X) n (D n W) = dim D/D0 ; 
thus if x + y is in X + D, then by picking f E D n W suitably we can escape 
X + D, by passing from x +JJ to x + y + t. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 7. 
2.4. Discussion of (PP) for Suitable X: The Metric Part 
Here we assume that (E, @) and (E’, @‘) are non-degenerate spaces over k 
(of arbitrary characteristic) with dim E = K, = dim E’(a > 0), (E, @) and 
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Yp”^ c Y(E) satisfy (i) through (v), IF is finite and distributive, analogous - , 
assumptions hold for (E’, @‘) and F’^’ 5 SF@‘). Thus closure operations 
mentioned in (iv) refer to the topologies sn(@) (p < a); however, we now 
introduce partitionings .Y on E (and 9” on E’) as described in Lemma 5 so 
that for each p < u the two topoiogies rto and tD(@o) may be confounded. We 
assume furthermore that the given lattice isomorphism q : F- + 7 .’ preserves 
indices and commutes with the operations I and cl@; I5 /S < a. Let then 
be the subfamily of isometrics among the isomorphisms in 9’-(c) 
(Definition 3). .FO(q) satisfies (CC} because F(q) does. Furthermore, in this 
metric situation we have the following: 
Remark IO (about y, qO, rp, D in Lemma 7). Assume that oc E -Fi(rj). Let 
(ol be the restriction of cp to X, @ (x)- pr : X, @ (x)--)X; @ (s’; 
(X0 := domain o,). If (pi is an isometry then so Is the linear map 
with ozlrc, = qO and q~?(x + J!> = x’. In particular, if the generator D in 
Lemma 6 is a join-irreducible element in 7.‘ then the extension qz of pSF 
belongs to LFO(q). 
The next lemma guarantees the existence of the isomorphism v in 
Lemma 7. 
bMM.4 8. Let (‘po: X,,, 13 ... 0 X0,) @ u- Xijbr, @I . *. @ x:,[ / @ LTJ j E 
$,(,fl). x’ E El/X’; D’ := D/(x’. X’) (the generator tmroduced in (2) of 2.2). 
Assume (without loss of generality) that x’ CZ D’. If D’ is a jootn-irredircible 
element cf ‘7 .’ therl there exists x E cl(~:,. D), D := qP ‘D’, sl;ch that the 
assignemenr x F+ x’ extends p0 to ail element {ql:.srr@ (s‘!-b 
.X’ @ (x’)) E &(?j). 
Pm?f cf Lemma 8. Set E2 z=X(./~)O ~~. @XC,,,. El :=A(CT ;.~ij0 
E,=O(-FE.~~~,lFn(E,OE,)=(Oj}.ThusE=E,OE2OE,.B4.(Z7i”e 
have cl(~;~. D) = D, @ D2 @ D, , Dj := Ei CT cl(ji!. D). Introduce analogous 
objects and decompositions in E’, E’ = E; @ Ei 9 Ei ~ c;(:!, , D’) = 
0,; Q D; @ D;, Di := E,\ n cl(l), , 0’). The given vector B’ is decomposed. 
x’ = dj + d; f d;, d,’ E Dj- Our aim is to secure a vector 6, with 
d, E E, n d()‘, , D), @cd,, ti) = @‘(d:. q,u:) (Vu E U). (27) 
If there is such a vector then x := cp;‘d; t d, will satisfy 
x E cl(y, 7 D), @(x, t) = @‘(x’. pa tf (i E X). $3) 
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A vector d, is found as follows: Let f i,..., f :, be the basis of a linear 
supplement of U’ 19 cl(y,, D’).’ in U’: the q~;‘ff span a supplement F of 
Un cl(~, , D)’ in U because T”, F’ are orthostable and q,, satisfies (18) (as 
an isomorphism of partitioned subspaces o, maps U onto U’, so U~I cl(y,, 
D)’ onto the corresponding intersection). Since cl@, , D)‘n F = (0) we have 
cl()),, D) + F’ = E. If we choose any e E E with @(e, q10 ‘Jr) = @‘(d;, f;), 
j= 1 . . . n, we may decompose e = d +f, d E cl(y,, D), fE F’. If we further 
decompose d = d, + dz + d,, di E Dj then d, satisfies (27). This finishes the 
proof of Lemma 8. 
2.5. Discussion of (PP) for Suitable x: The Correction Manoeuvre 
The correction manoeuvre x +y mq x + JJ + t carried out at the end of the 
proof of Lemma 7 in order to move x + y out of X + D, is also possible in 
Lemma 8 provided that 
dim X < dim D/D, and No < dim D/D, (29) 
holds for the antecedent D, of D in Y. Thus we obtain the following partial 
result by splicing Lemmas 7 and 8 and Remark 10: 
COROLLARY 1. Let (E, Cp), P- and (E’, @‘), P” and q: “ip + 7-l be as 
described at the beginning of Section 2.4. If dim D/D, = dim E for all join- 
irreducible D E T, then the family X0(q) satisfies (PP) (and (CC)). 
On the other hand, if dim D/D,, is arbitrary and dim X < EC, for 
(q: X-, X’) EY&q) then we have [5 p. 1161: 
dim(D n X1)/(0, + X) n D n X” 
=dim(D’nX”)/(D;+X’)nD’nX” (30) 
(D’ := r/-ID) which tells us that in all cases with dim X < No the correction 
manoeuvre x + y m-. x + y + t can be carried out in the metric part. We may 
summarize as follows. Define 
to be the set of all (q~: X--t X’) E flO(q) with the following property: if dim X 
is not finite then for each join-irreducible D E Y (or D’ E Y’) with dim 
D/D, < dim X (dim D’/Dh < dim Xl) X contains a supplement of D, in D 
(X’ contains a supplement of 06 in 0’). We have: 
COROLLARY 2. Let (E, @), Y and (E’, @I), Y-’ and r: Y + T’ be as 
described at the beginning of Section 2.4. Then RI(~) satisfies (PP) (and 
.5(q) satisfies (CC)). T(v) # 0 since ((0) + (0)) E 5(r). 
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In order to organize ideas we introduce a slight variation 
of the extension property &‘@j stated in Section 1.4. We obtain A’~@) from 
A”(P) by adding as a further requirement on the P-spaces Z. Z’ (mentioned 
in H.(/I)) that S @ 2 contain supplements of D, in D for all join-irreducible 
D E 3’ with dim D/D, < Hfi. and analogousiy for S’ $ Z’. Because 1 Jr / - 
I?“‘/ <Ho it presents no difficulty to prove, just as in Section 1.5, the 
following: 
LEMMA 9. Let (E, @), Fe and (E’, CD’), 7” and v: ?“- +?‘-’ be as 
described at the beginning of Section 2.4. If 1 < a < w, then *(?I) enjoys the 
extension property 2f~@) for all /I < ct. 
By using filtrations and Lemma 5 much the same way as in Section 1.6 
we can establish. 
LEMMA 10. Let (E, @), ~7‘ and (E’, @‘j? Ye” and ~1: i 1 --f 7’ .’ be as 
described at the beginning of Section 2.4 and 1 < u < wI. Thea &(q‘) 
contains with each element qO: X0 --) Xh a chain {p,: X, 4 X~)v20 with 
ux,=E,uX;=E’. 
Lemma 10 differs from Theorem 1 in that CI = w1 is allowed. This 
becomes possible because .Y,, # 9i,I, for only countably many ,.I < moi by 
Lemma 5. Hence we do not need that cf(dim E) be oO. (See Remark 1). 
2.4, The Proof* of Theorem 2 
Since *(?I) # 0 (Corollary 2) we may pick any (vO: X0 + X&) E.&(V) 
and quote Lemma 10: There is a chain (cp,), in 37(97) such that the extension 
Ed of all p, maps E onto E’; 50 is bijective, linear and an isometry. Let 
aEAE7‘ so pa = p’, a for suitable 1. By (18) we have qa, E Xi n VA so 
p-4 G v-4. Similarly p-‘(@) cA so that q(A) = rl_A: 91 is induced by V. 
QED. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF PREDIAG~NAL SPACES 
IN DIMENSIONS Ec,(u <q,j 
Let (I/, !F) be a sequilinear space relative to an antiautomorphism of the 
base field; (V, !P) is called y-diagonal if it admits an orthogonal decom- 
position Y= @l V, with dim V, < pC, for all summands V. A sesquilinear 
space that can be embedded isometrically into a y-diagonal space is called ;v’- 
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prediagonal. (In [ 1-3, 5-71, these spaces were called y-euclidean and I’- 
preeuclidean, respectively.) 
Remark 11. I-Diagonal spaces are orthogonal sums of lines and planes 
15, p. 63 1 so l-diagonal spaces coincide with O-diagonal spaces and we 
simply call them diagonal; likewise l-prediagonal or 0-prediagonal spaces 
are called prediagorlal for short. 
Remark 12. To each non-degenerate (1~ + I)-prediagonal space (V, ul) 
there exists a smallest non-degenerate (y + I)-diagonal overspace (,p, !@ 
(relative to the same antiautomorphism of the base field). (7, p) is uniquely 
determined up to isometry. p is the completion of (I’, ry( Y)) and Z; = r,,(p). 
The y-diagonaf hull v of V is studied in 161 and 17). 
Let then (V, Y) be a non-degenerate prediagonal space of dimension K,,, 
where 1 < n < 0~~; the diagonal (i.e., l-diagonal) hull (E, @) := (p, !?) is of 
dimension EC, as well. Set @‘) := cl(r; V) in (E, r,(Q)). Since VI= (0) in 
(E, cP) and since for all i, j E {O?..., n} we have 
cl(j; cl(i, V)) = cl(i, V) if j > i, 
= cl(j, v> if j<i, 
it is clear that the chain Y = Y”‘(V): 
(0)~ v= y(n)c ~(n--l’~...~~(‘)~ vc”)=E -- - (31) 
is i-stable and stable under the closure operations cl(r; j. Let us introduce 
the indices 
do := dim V, 
di+ 1 := dim T(i)/v(i+ 1) (i = 0 ,a.., II- 1). 
From Theorem 2 we then obtain (as a prototype; cf. Remark 3) 
(32) 
THEOREM 3. Let (V, !P) be a non-degenerate alternate space of 
dimension EC,, 11 < coo, over a base field of arbitrav characteristic. If (V, ‘P) 
is prediagonal then the n + 1 cardinal numbers di in (32) are a complete 
qlstern of invariants for the isometry class of (V, Y). 
Remark 13. For each family (di)oGiG, of cardinal numbers with 
d,=#,, n <wo, 0 < di < do there exist prediagonal spaces (V, Y) with 
invariants (32) as prescribed. At the present I do not know whether the 
“defects” di defined by the chain of closures of I7 remain a complete system 
of invariants when dim V> EC,, (cf. Remark 7). r 
’ Nore added in proof: There exist alternate prediagonal spaces (V, ul), (V’, !P’) of 
dimension K,, such that all closures cl(i: V), cl(i; I”) are isometric, 0 < i < woI yet (V, Y), 
(V’, Y) are nof isometric; hence thk di do nof form a complete set of invariants for (V, Y). 
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4. CL.~SSIFICXTI~N 0~ SUBSPACES IN DIM~~N.~L SPACES 
Let (E, #> be a non-degenerate diagonal sesquilinear space, k’cE E 
wbspace, ‘?‘. = 7 ‘(VI the lattice generated in li/‘{E) by V and E under the 
operations +, n, cl(y; ). The structure of Y”‘(V) for arbitrary dim E is not 
known. We have computed rm(IP)“,, for arbitrary Y3 in the dimensiom 
FIG. 1. ‘The lattice 7 ‘(I’). orthostably ar,d closure stably generated in YCE’l by zbe 
subspace L g E: whea dim E = X2. rX :-Xn XL: 2 :x1(0; X): .? := cli i :, X). 
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dim E = or, EC?. As an illustration to our method we present the case of 
dimension K., , this being the more interesting case of the two as there is 
more than one topology involved, to wit I’~(@) and z,(o). We have 
LEMMA 11. If dim E = Efz and E is non-degenerate and diagonal and 
V c E an arbitrary subspace then Y(V) is distributive and j?“(V) < 88. 
There are examples with all 88 elements different subspaces. 7’(V) is given 
by Fig. 1. 
P(V) is determined by 22 indices which are essentially independent 
among one another (it is possible to write down a complete list of relations). 
Thus, if V, V’ c E are such that Y(V) and P”‘( V’) have equal sets of indices 
then there is an obvious lattice isomorphism QY F(V) + F( V’) which 
preserves indices and commutes with the closure operators. Thus by 
Theorem 2 we obtain the following specimen of a Witt-type theorem in the 
uncountable (cf. Remark 3): 
THEOREM 4. Let (E, CD) be a non-degenerate diagonal alternate space of 
dimension K2 over a base field of arbitrary characteristic. The orbit of a 
subspace V G E under the orthogonal group of (E, @) is characterized by a 
family Cni)l <i<22 of 22 cardinal numbers; the ni are essentially independent 
among each other and satisjj’ 0 < 11~ < dim E. 
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